Chapter 22
Forty Dharmas Exclusive to Buddhas (Part 2)
Challenges to the Reality of Omniscience
XXII. Chapter 22: Forty Dharmas Exclusive to Buddhas (Part 2)
A. Q: Your Claim That Omniscience Exists Is False for these Reasons

Question: You claim that only those possessed of all-knowledge possess the vajra samādhi and no one else has it. If this samādhi was only
possessed by someone who has all-knowledge and no one else possessed it, then this samādhi does not even exist. Why? Because there is
no one who possesses all-knowledge.
And why is this? It is because the dharmas that might be known are
measureless and boundless whereas the knowledge that might know
them is measurable and bounded. It should not be the case that this
measurable and bounded knowledge could know measurelessly many
phenomena.
For instance, on the present-day continent of Jambudvīpa, the number of beings dwelling in its waters and on its lands are beyond count.
Also, consider the three categories of beings, whether male, female,
or neither male nor female, those still in the womb, the children, the
young and strong, the frail and old, and also the dharmas associated
with their suffering, happiness, and so forth. Also, consider all of the
mind and mental dharmas of the past, future, and present, as well as
all good and bad karmic actions accumulated in the past, present, and
future, all the karmic retributions undergone in the past, present, and
future, all the births and deaths of the myriad creatures, and also all of
Jambudvīpa’s mountains, rivers, springs, ponds, grasses, trees, dense
forests, roots, stems, branches, leaves, blossoms, and fruit. The things
that can be known are limitlessly many.
The same is true for the other three continents. And just as this is
the case with these four continents, it is also the case throughout all of
the worlds of the great trichiliocosm. And just as this is the case with
all of the worlds of the great trichiliocosm, so too is it also the case for
all things that can be known in all other worlds.
As for the number of the worlds, that matter alone is measureless,
boundless, and difficult to know. How much the more so is this the
case for all of the sentient and insentient beings and all other categories of things on the Jambudvīpa continents in all those worlds.
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For these reasons, one should realize that the things that can be
known are countless and limitless and, because of that, it cannot be
that there is anyone at all who is possessed of all-knowledge.
Suppose that one were to claim that the knowledge [of someone
who is omniscient] is possessed of such great power that, because
it is unimpeded with respect to those dharmas it cognizes, it is able
to pervasively know all those dharmas in just the same manner as
empty space is able to reach everywhere in its universal pervasion of
all things. Suppose too that one were to claim that, because of this, it
ought to be the case that there truly is such a thing as an omniscient
person. If one were to make such a claim, this still could not be so, for
even if knowledge could possess such a great power as this, even such
great knowledge as this would still remain unable to know itself in
just the same way that one’s fingertip remains unable to touch itself.
Therefore, there is no such thing as all-knowledge.
If, [in response to this], one were to claim that there is yet some
other knowledge possessed of the capacity to know this knowledge,
this could not be the case, either. And why not? That is because this
proposition would then fall into the fallacy of infinite regression.
Knowledge either knows itself or is known by something other. They
cannot both be true.
If, as you say, this knowledge is somehow possessed of measureless
power, because of the fact that it still remains unable to know itself,
one really cannot claim that it is possessed of measureless power.
Therefore there is no such thing as some knowledge possessed of the
ability to know all dharmas.
If there is no such thing as some knowledge possessed of the ability
to know all dharmas, then there could not be anyone possessed of allknowledge. And why is this the case? It is because anyone possessed
of all-knowledge [could only be so by] availing himself of just such a
[non-existent] knowledge that knows all dharmas.
Furthermore, the dharmas that can be known are measureless and
boundless. Even if one were to employ the combined knowing capacity of a hundred thousand myriads of koṭis of wise men, they would
still be unable to exhaustively know them all. How much the less could
a single person do so. Therefore there is no such thing as any single
person who is able to know all dharmas and there is no such thing as
“all-knowledge.”
If one were to claim that it is not on the basis of comprehensively
knowing every mountain, river, being, or non-being that we speak
of someone possessed of all-knowledge, but rather it is simply on
the basis of exhaustively knowing all scriptures that one speaks of
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someone possessed of all-knowledge, this is also wrong. How so? It
is because, within the sphere of the Buddha’s Dharma, one does not
speak of the concepts treated in the Vedas and other such scriptures. If
the Buddha really were, [in this sense of the term], a man possessed of
all-knowledge, then he should make use of the Vedas and other such
scriptures, but in truth, he does not use these, and so, because of this,
the Buddha is not an all-knowing man.
Moreover, the scriptures comprising the four Vedas are themselves
measurable and limited in their scope and, even so, there is not even
anyone capable of exhaustively knowing those scriptures, how much
the less could there be anyone who exhaustively knows all the scriptures in existence. Therefore there is no such thing as a person possessed of “all-knowledge” [even in this limited sense of the term].
Moreover, there are scriptures that are able to cause the proliferation of desire and that devote themselves to such things as dance
and music and such. If a person possessed of all-knowledge were to
become knowledgeable with respect to these matters, then he would
be subjected to the arising of desire. Scriptures of these sorts constitute
the causes and conditions for the arising of desire. Where there is a
given cause, there must necessarily be the corresponding result [ensuing from it]. If a person possessed of all-knowledge does not know
these matters, then he could not be validly referred to as someone possessed of all-knowledge.
Furthermore, there are scriptures that are able to influence a person
to become full of hate and to take delight in deceiving others, specifically such works as those classics concerned with ruling the world.
Were one to become knowledgeable about such matters, then one
would come to be possessed of hatred. How is the case? It is because,
where there is such a given cause, then there must necessarily be the
corresponding result ensuing from it. And were one to not know such
matters, then one could not be validly referred to as possessed of allknowledge. One should therefore realize that there really is no such
thing as a person who is possessed of all-knowledge.
Additionally, it is not necessarily the case that a buddha could
exhaustively know matters pertaining to the future. Take for instance
my present challenge to the plausibility of there being anyone who is
omniscient. The Buddha has no scriptural record of having predicted
that in the future there would be this particular man of this particular caste from this particular clan in this particular place who would
on these particular grounds challenge the plausibility of there being
anyone who might be omniscient. If one were to claim that the Buddha
exhaustively knows such things, why did he not speak of this matter? If
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he is the one who spoke these scriptures, then those scriptures should
have a record of such matters, but he did not speak of these matters.
Therefore one knows that he was not omniscient.
Moreover, if the Buddha exhaustively knew future matters, then
he should have known in advance that, after Devadatta left home to
become a monk, he would then create a schism in the Sangha. If he
had knowledge of that, then he should not have allowed Devadatta to
become a monk. Also, the Buddha did not know that Devadatta would
use a stick to pry loose a boulder [that would roll down and draw
blood from the Buddha’s foot]. If the Buddha had known of this matter
in advance, then he should not have been walking in that place.
Additionally, the Buddha failed to know in advance that Ciñca, the
brahmin woman, would slander him by accusing him of having had
sexual relations with her. If the Buddha had known of this in advance,
then he should have told the bhikshus that, in the future, there would
be just such an occurrence.
Also, there was the case of the brahmacārin who, because he was
jealous of the Buddha, killed a brahmacārin woman named Sundarī in
another place and then buried her in a trench in the vicinity of the Jeta
Grove. The Buddha did not know of this matter. If he had known of
this, then he should have sought among the brahmins to [find a way
to] see that her life would be saved.
The Buddha went to that place beneath which Devadatta was about
to set loose the falling boulder, failed to announce in advance the
incidents having to do with the brahmin woman and the brahmacārin
woman. Because he did not know of these matters, one should realize
that the Buddha did not exhaustively know the future. Therefore he
could not possibly have been omniscient.
Furthermore, the Buddha once entered a brahmin village seeking
food on the alms round but then had to leave with an empty bowl.
He was unable then to know in advance that Māra would so turn the
minds of the villagers against him that he would be unable to obtain
anything to eat. If the Buddha had known of this matter, then he
should not have entered that brahmin village. Therefore one knows
that the Buddha did not exhaustively know how matters would transpire in the future.
Moreover, because King Ajātaśatru wished to harm the Buddha,
he released a drunken elephant used to guard the treasury.345 Because
the Buddha did not know of this matter, he entered the city of Rājagṛha
on his alms round. If he had known of this matter in advance, then
he should not have gone into the city. Therefore he did not have
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knowledge of future matters. Because he did not have knowledge of
future matters, he therefore could not have been omniscient.
Additionally, the Buddha did not know of the causal circumstances
involved in Agnidatta’s invitation to the Buddha. Consequently he
immediately accepted that invitation and then led the bhikshus to the
state of Verañjā. Because this brahmin had forgotten his prior issuance
of that invitation, he caused the Buddha to eat only horse fodder. If the
Buddha had known of this matter in advance, then he should not have
accepted that invitation on account of which he spent the entire three
months [of the rains retreat] surviving only on horse fodder. We know
therefore that the Buddha did not have knowledge of future matters.
Because he did not have knowledge of future matters, he therefore
could not have been omniscient.
Also, because the Buddha accepted Sunakṣatra as a disciple, he
could not have had knowledge of future matters. This man possessed
an obdurately evil mind, made himself difficult to teach, and did not
believe the words of the Buddha. If the Buddha had known of this, how
could he have accepted him as a disciple? Because he accepted him as
a disciple, then he could not have known future matters. Because he
did not have knowledge of future matters, he therefore could not have
been omniscient.
Furthermore, if the Buddha had been omniscient, then, in order to
prevent inevitable future instances of moral transgressions, he would
have formulated his moral precepts in advance. Because he had no
prior knowledge of the causal circumstances that eventually led to the
formulation of each particular moral precept, it was only after someone had committed such a transgression that he then subsequently
laid down these moral regulations. This being the case, he could not
have known of future matters. Because he did not have knowledge of
future matters, he therefore could not have been omniscient.
Moreover, in the Dharma set forth by the Buddha, it is solely on the
basis of seniority in years of monastic ordination that, within the community, one sits more toward the front and is accorded reverence and
obeisance [by those of fewer years of seniority]. One is not acknowledged as of greater eminence merely on the basis of one’s venerable
age, one’s noble birth, the stature of one’s clan, one’s meritorious qualities, the level of wisdom one has developed, the degree of learning
one has achieved, the particular dhyāna absorptions one has entered,
the fruits of the path one has gained, the fetters one has cut off, or the
spiritual powers one has acquired.
If the Buddha had really been someone possessed of all-knowledge,
then he would have accorded eminence, higher priority in the receipt
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of offerings, and stature in receipt of reverential obeisance on the basis
of one’s venerable age, one’s noble birth, the stature of one’s clan, one’s
meritorious qualities, the level of wisdom one has developed, the
degree of learning one has achieved, the particular dhyāna absorptions
one has entered, the fruits of the path one has gained, the fetters one
has cut off, and the spiritual powers one has acquired. If the Buddha
had made stipulations of this sort, then that would qualify as having
established a well-regulated community.
Regarding the matter of years of monastic ordination seniority,
this is the principle by which a practitioner of the path ordained for
only five years is enjoined to accord reverential obeisance to a monk
ordained for six years.
As for the issue of nobility of birth caste, the world has four classes
of beings: brahmans, kṣatriyas, vaiśyas, and śūdras. Śūdras are enjoined to
revere vaiśyas, kṣatriyas, and brahmans. Vaiśyas ought to pay obeisance
to kṣatriyas and brahmans. Kṣatriyas are supposed to pay reverential
obeisance to brahmans.
As for the status of clans, there are the artisan clans, the businessand-trade clans, the merchant clans, the clans led by those of senior
status, the clans of great officials, royal clans, and so forth. Among
them, the members of lesser-status clans are supposed to revere members of the eminent clans. This being the case, when those from poor
and base clans leave the home life to become monks, they should be
enjoined to pay reverence to monks from wealthy and noble clans.
With respect to meritorious qualities, whoever has broken moral
precepts should be enjoined to revere and bow in formal obeisance to
those who uphold the moral precepts. Those who strictly observe the
moral precepts should not be bowing in reverence to anyone who has
broken the moral precepts.
Those who do not practice the twelve dhūta austerities346 should
bow in reverence to those who are practitioners of the twelve dhūta
austerities. Those who are not perfectly complete in their practice of
the dhūta practices should bow in reverence to those who are perfect in
their practice of the dhūta austerities.
As for the matter of wisdom, people devoid of wisdom should bow
in reverence to those possessed of wisdom. With regard to learning,
those of shallow learning should bow in reverence to those who have
achieved a high level of learning. Those who do not recite many scriptures should bow in reverence to those who are able to recite many
sutras from memory.
As for the fruits of the path, the stream enterer should bow in reverence to the sakṛdāgāmin and it should proceed in this fashion on up to
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[the circumstance where realizers of the first three fruits of the path
are enjoined to] bow in reverence to the arhat. As for all of the common
people, they should bow in reverence to anyone who has gained any of
the fruits of the path.
Those who have severed fewer of the fetters as well as those who
have not yet severed any of the fetters should all bow in reverence to
those who have severed many of the fetters.
Regarding the matter of spiritual powers, if one has not yet acquired
any of the spiritual powers, he should then be bowing in obeisance to
whomever has already acquired spiritual powers.
If the Buddha had skillfully set forth such sequentially ranked protocols regarding the making of offerings and the according of reverence, then his proclamations on these matters would be of a superior
order. But, in truth, he did not do so. One can therefore know that the
Buddha was not omniscient.
Furthermore, the Buddha was not even able to know all matters
having to do with the present. If you were to ask me how I know that
the Buddha did not have knowledge of present-era matters, then I
would now inform you as follows:
There were beings whose fetters were but slight, who had no karmic obstacles, who were free of the eight difficulties, who were capable
of practicing deep dharmas, and who were able to be successful in the
cultivation of right Dharma, and yet the Buddha did not realize this.
After the Buddha had attained enlightenment and was first on the
verge of proclaiming the Dharma, he gave rise to the following doubt:
The Dharma that I have gained is extremely profound, recondite, farreaching, sublime, quiescent, difficult to know, difficult to comprehend, and such as only the wise might be able to realize inwardly.
The beings in this world are attached by their desires to worldly
matters. That there might be any among them who might be able to
cut off their afflictions, extinguish craving, and develop renunciation—this would be the rarest of possibilities. If I were to expound
the Dharma, beings would fail to comprehend it. Such an endeavor
would be but a useless experiencing of wearisome hardship.

And so the Buddha generated just such a doubt even though there
were in fact beings whose fetters were but slight, who had no karmic
obstacles, who were free of the eight difficulties, who were capable of
practicing deep dharmas, and who were able to be successful in the
cultivation of right Dharma. Because the Buddha was unable to know
of the existence of such beings, one should therefore know that the
Buddha failed to know matters having to do with the present time.
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The Buddha also thought as follows: “Previously, when I was practicing ascetic austerities, the five bhikshus made offerings to me and
supported me. It is only appropriate that I first benefit them. Where
are they now?”
After he had this thought, a deva informed him: “They are now in
Benares, in the place known as ‘Deer Park.’”
On account of this, one knows that the Buddha did not even know
of matters having to do with the present. If he failed to know of matters having to do with the present, then we can know from this that the
Buddha could not have been omniscient.
Furthermore, after he had attained enlightenment, the Buddha
accepted the invitation to expound on Dharma and then had this
thought, “As I now proceed to proclaim the Dharma, who is it that
ought to be the first to hear it?” He then had another thought: “Udraka
Rāmaputra—this is a man of sharp wisdom, one who might easily
become enlightened.”
By this time, that man had already died and yet the Buddha nonetheless went in search of him. A deva then informed him: “His life
came to an end just last night.” The Buddha thought again and, having
reflected, he decided he wanted to liberate Ārāḍa Kālāma. A deva then
told him, “This man died seven days ago.”
If the Buddha had been omniscient, he should have known beforehand that these men had already died, but in truth he did not know
these events had happened. Because the Buddha did not know about
past matters, he could not have been omniscient.
The methods employed by an omniscient man would be such that
he should strive to bring about the liberation of those capable of achieving liberation while setting aside those incapable of success in this.
Moreover, in place after place, the Buddha spoke in terms revealing the presence of doubts on his part. Take for example the city of
Pāṭaliputra that he said was bound to be destroyed by one of three
causes: by flood, by fire, or by a conspiracy between insiders and outsiders. If the Buddha had really been omniscient, then he should not
have had instances where his speech was marked by the presence of
doubts. One knows therefore that he could not have been omniscient.
Additionally, the Buddha inquired of the bhikshus, “What matter
have you all come together to discuss?” He asked questions of this
sort. If he were omniscient, then he should not have asked about matters of this sort. Because he was compelled to ask others [in order to
know of these matters], then he could not have been omniscient.
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Also, the Buddha engaged in self-praise while deprecating others.
This is as described in the sutras, “The Buddha told Ānanda, ‘I alone
am foremost, without a peer, unequaled by anyone.’”347
He told the bhikshus, “The Nirgranthas and others of that sort
are base and evil people who have perfected the five types of deviant dharmas. The Nirgranthas and such have no faith, have no sense
of shame, have no dread of blame, and are men of but little learning
who are indolent, possessed of only scant mindfulness and shallow
wisdom.”
He also discussed all manner of impermissible endeavors engaged
in by brahmacārins, by Nirgranthas, and by the disciples and other followers of the non-Buddhist traditions.
Self-praise and deprecation of others is a behavior of which even
common people of the world are ashamed. How much the more so
should this be the case for someone who is omniscient. Because the
Buddha engaged in behaviors of this sort, he could not have been
omniscient.
Furthermore, comparing beginnings and endings, one finds that
the Buddhist scriptures are self-contradictory. Take for instance the
statements in the sutras wherein, on the one hand, the Buddha claims,
“Bhikshus, I am one who has newly discovered the path.” Then, on the
other hand, he claims: “I have attained that path which has previously
been attained by all buddhas of antiquity.”
Even wise worldly people abandon any tendency to contradict
themselves through chronological inconsistencies. How much the less
should it be that a monastic possessed of all-knowledge could stumble
into such chronological self-contradictions. Because the Buddha fell
into chronological inconsistencies, one should realize that he could
not possibly have been omniscient. Therefore your claim that the vajra
samādhi is only acquired by omniscient men is wrong, this because
there is no such thing as an omniscient person. Nor can one establish
any case for the existence of some sort of omniscience samādhi.
B. A: Wrong. As I Shall Now Explain, The Buddha Truly Is Omniscient

Response: You should not speak this way. The Buddha truly is omniscient. And how is this so? In general, all dharmas are comprised of
five categorical repositories of dharmas, namely: past dharmas, future
dharmas, present dharmas, dharmas that transcend the three periods
of time, and ineffable dharmas. It is only a buddha who completely
knows all these dharmas in accordance with reality.
I shall now respond to your earlier challenge that asserts, because
knowable dharmas are measureless and boundless, there are no
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omniscient people. Insofar as knowable dharmas might be measureless and boundless, the corresponding knowledge is also measureless
and boundless. There is no fault in claiming that it is by means of measureless and boundless knowledge that one may know measureless
and boundless dharmas.
As for your earlier assertion that knowing should somehow also
involve a knowledge that knows [itself] and that this would entail the
fallacy of infinite regress, I shall now respond, as follows:
It should be the case that dharmas are known by one’s cognition.
This cognition is similar to what is referenced when the world’s common people describe themselves in this way: “I am a knowledgeable
person,” “I am someone with no knowledge,” “I am someone possessed of only a coarse type of knowledge,” or “I am someone who
possesses subtle knowledge.”
One should realize from these circumstances that it is with one’s
own cognitive ability that one knows [the character of one’s own]
knowledge. This being the case, there is no fallacy of infinite regress
involved here. This is just a case of using one’s own present cognitive
ability to know one’s past knowledge. It is in this way that one can
exhaustively know all dharmas without any omissions.
Also, this is just like when someone counts others [in addition to
oneself], thus reaching [for instance a total of] ten [people in all]. The
capacity to know is just like that. For knowing to thereby know both
itself and others is thus a concept free of any fault. This is also analogous to when a lamp is able to illuminate both itself and other things
as well.
As for your contention that even the aggregated knowing capacity of a hundred thousand myriads of koṭis of wise people could not
exhaustively know all dharmas, how much the less might a single person be able to know them—this is wrong. How is this so? An omniscient person is able to know the many things. Although there may be
some additional multitude of people, if they have no cognitive ability,
they won’t know much of anything.
This is comparable to a situation in which there was a group of a
hundred thousand blind men. [Even together], they still could not get
hired as guides, but just one single person with good eyes might well
be able to serve as a guide. Consequently, as regards your challenge to
[the plausibility of omniscience on the part of] a single person, even in
a situation where many knowers might be involved, they would still
have no knowledge at all compared to the Buddha’s capacities in this
regard. Therefore your position as stated is erroneous.
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As for your contention that, because the Buddha does not discuss
the Vedas and other such non-Buddhist scriptures, he must therefore
not be omniscient—I shall now respond to that as follows:
The Vedas are entirely lacking in the dharma of [liberation achieved
through] skillful realization of nirvāṇa.348 They contain only all manner of conceptual elaboration. Since what the Buddhas proclaim is all
entirely devoted to the skillful realization of nirvāṇa, even though the
Buddha is already well aware of the contents of the Vedas and other
such scriptures, the Buddha does not discuss such things because
those [Vedic] teachings have no capacity to lead anyone to the skillful
realization of nirvāṇa.
Question: The Vedas do contain discussions of the skillful realization
of nirvāṇa. Before the arising of this world, all was darkness and nothing whatsoever existed. In the beginning there existed a great man
who appeared like the rising of the sun. If one was able to see him, then
one could be liberated from the difficulty of being subject to dying.
[The Vedas] contain yet more guidance on these matters. They
state that, because one’s person is but small, then one’s spiritual soul
is correspondingly small. However, if one’s person is great, then one’s
spiritual soul will be correspondingly great in scope, for the body is
the home of the spiritual soul that always abides within it. If one uses
wisdom to untie the bonds restraining one’s spiritual soul, one will
then gain liberation. Therefore one should realize from this that the
Vedas do contain teachings leading to liberation through attainment
of nirvāṇa.
Response: This is simply not so. Why not? The Vedic scriptures are
tied up with the four inverted views. The world is impermanent and
yet they posit the existence of a separate and permanent world. They
claim that only one or two sacrifices to their deva [is insufficient and]
conduces to falling away from it, but with a third sacrifice, one will not
be subject to falling away from it. This scenario involves the inverted
view that falsely ascribes permanence to what is itself impermanent.
The world is a place of suffering and yet the Vedas claim the existence of a sphere of eternal bliss. This is just an instance of the inverted
view that falsely ascribes bliss to what is inherently bound up with
suffering.
The Vedas also claim that one’s soul may transform into one’s son
and be subject through prayer to an extended lifetime of a hundred
years. But a “son” is another person, so how could it constitute a self?
This is just an instance of the inverted view that falsely ascribes selfhood to what is not actually a self.
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They also claim that one’s body is possessed of the foremost level
of purity and so incomparable in this respect that not even the purity
of gold, silver, or precious gems can approach the purity of the body.
This is just an instance of the inverted view that falsely ascribes purity
to what is devoid of purity.
If one holds inverted views, then [one’s views] are devoid of reality.
[If such teachings] are devoid of reality, how could they possess [a path
to] nirvāṇa? Therefore the Vedas are devoid of any good methods for
attaining nirvāṇa.
Question: The Vedas assert that whoever is able to know the Vedas
becomes purified and possessed of peace and security. How then can
you state that they have no good methods for attaining nirvāṇa?
Response: Although the Vedas assert that whoever knows the Vedas
will gain peace and security, this is not ultimate liberation. Rather, this
is but an envisioning of liberation projected onto another body. This
claim bases itself on the idea that existence in the long-life heavens
constitutes liberation. Therefore the Vedas truly contain no means to
achieve liberation.
Furthermore, the teachings in the Vedas generally embody three
types of concepts: The first involves chants and prayers. The second
involves the utterance of praises. The third involves the principles of
their dharma.
“Chants and prayers” refers to praying, “May I be caused to obtain
a wife and sons, cows, horses, gold, silver, and precious jewels.”
“Utterance of praises” refers to statements such as, “Oh, you, the
spirit of fire with your black head, your red neck, and your yellow
body—you abide eternally in the five great elements of living beings.”
“Principles of their dharma” refers to teachings stating that one
should do this and abstain from doing that.
Just as with their [erroneous teaching that] fire was first received
from the Pleiades, so too, in truth, their methods of using chants
and prayers and utterances of praises are all devoid of [any means to
achieve] nirvāṇa’s liberation. How is this so? Covetous attachment to
worldly pleasures, [offerings of] burning ghee, spells, and incantations—these are all devoid of genuine wisdom. Since these do not cut
off the afflictions, how could [the Vedas] have [the means to achieve]
liberation?
Question: The dharmas in the Vedas have come forth from antiquity
and are deserving of the foremost degree of faith. As for your contention that they have no good methods by which one might reach
nirvāṇa, they are therefore not fit to be believed, this is wrong. Why?
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Whereas the Buddha’s Dharma has only recently emerged into the
world, the Vedas have come down from long distant antiquity and
have always prevailed in the world. Therefore, given that ancient
dharmas are deserving of belief and newly arisen dharmas are not
deserving of belief, your claim that the Vedas are devoid of any good
methods by which one might realize nirvāṇa—this is wrong.
Response: Their relative antiquity is no justification for faith.
Ignorance tends to come first whereas right knowledge comes only
later. Erroneous views emerge first whereas right views emerge later.
One cannot have faith in ignorance and erroneous views simply
because they happened to emerge first nor can one deem right knowledge and right views to be unbelievable simply because they emerged
later. This is analogous to there first being mud and only later lotuses,
first being disease and only later a cure. Matters of these sorts are not
worthy of being valued simply because they happened to appear first.
Therefore, as for your contention that, because the Vedas came first
and the Buddha’s Dharma came later, the latter is unworthy of belief,
this is a fallacy.
Furthermore, Dīpaṃkara Buddha and the other buddhas of the
past all came into the world earlier. Their Dharma principles emerged
in antiquity whereas the Vedas actually came forth only later. If you
insist on relying on chronological primacy and long history as your
bases for according esteem, then the Buddhas and their Dharma
should be most highly valued.
Question: You claim it is because the Vedas have no good methods for
reaching nirvāṇa that they are therefore not discussed in the Buddha’s
Dharma. But if the Buddha had really already known they are unable
to lead to nirvāṇa, why did he bother to become knowledgeable about
them? If in fact he was not already knowledgeable about them, he could
not have been omniscient. Both stances are faulty.
Response: Your claim is wrong. The Buddha knew from early on that
the Vedas have no good methods for reaching nirvāṇa. It is for this
reason that he neither discussed them nor practiced what they teach.
Question: If it really was because the Buddha already knew there is no
benefit to be had through the Vedas that he therefore instructed others not to cultivate their teaching, what was the point in his acquiring
knowledge about them?
Response: People possessed of great knowledge should thoroughly
distinguish between the correct path and the erroneous path. It is
because one wishes to cause countless beings to go beyond dangerous
and bad paths that one takes up the practice of the right path. This
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is analogous to a guide who skillfully distinguishes between errant
paths and the right path.
The Buddha is just the same in this respect. Since he himself had
already succeeded in escaping the dangerous path of birth, aging, and
death and also wished to cause other beings to escape from it as well,
he knew well the genuine eightfold path of the Āryas and also knew
the dangerous and bad paths of the Vedas and other such teachings.
It was in order to facilitate others’ abandonment of deviant and bad
paths and in order to encourage their practice of the correct path that,
[with regard to the Vedas], he merely became knowledgeable about
them, but did not discuss them.
This is analogous to the situation with farmers who plant their
fields and then, with the arrival of autumn, reap a harvest that may
also happen to include a few useless weeds. The Buddha is like this
as well. For the sake of achieving success in the unsurpassable path,
he cultivates assiduously and vigorously and consequently gains the
path of bodhi while incidentally gaining knowledge of the Vedas and
other such erroneous paths. Hence there is no fault on his part in any
of this.
As for your previous statement claiming that no single person can
completely know the four Vedas, this challenge of yours is false. People
of the world each have the power of memory. There are those who, in
a single day, can only recite five verses from memory, whereas others
can recite one or two hundred verses from memory. If a particular
person who cannot even recite ten verses from memory then holds the
opinion that nobody could be able to recite from memory a hundred
or more than a hundred verses, this would be an untruthful claim. It
is because people such as yourself are unable to completely know the
Vedas that you then claim nobody knows them.
If someone observes that some other person was unable to ford a
particular river and then claims that nobody can cross that river, this
person’s statement on the matter does not qualify as correct speech.
Why not? It is because there will naturally be some other person possessed of great strength who can indeed cross that river. This case is
just like that. Even if one supposes that other [ordinary people] would
be unable to entirely know [the Vedas], what fault is there in stipulating that someone possessed of all-knowledge would know them?
Furthermore, the pisuo349 rishis all study the Vedas and ought themselves to be able to reach all-knowledge. Thus if there are these persons who have completely studied the Vedas, how can you say that
nobody can have all-knowledge?
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I shall now respond to your [above-stated] claim that there are
scriptures which [by their explication of the causes and conditions
conducing to desire] are capable of causing one to feel desire or hatred.
If one wishes to have a long life, he should abandon causes and conditions conducive to death. The Buddha, too, in this same way, wished to
influence beings to cut off their desires and hatreds. This required that
he know the causes and conditions that initiate the arising of desire
and hatred.
Additionally, as for your contention that, if one is able to know the
classical texts concerned with generating desire or hatred, one will
then become afflicted with desire and hatred—this is a baseless claim.
Although the Buddha had knowledge of these texts, because he did
not use them or implement their practices, he was without fault in this
respect. So too, if a person merely knows the causes and conditions
that precipitate death, this does not entail his dying [as a result]. Only
if he were to implement the causes and conditions that precipitate
death would he then die as a result. This case is just the same as that
one.
I shall now address your contention that, if one does not know
future matters, then one does not qualify as omniscient. This does not
constitute as a valid challenge. We already know of instances involving challenges to the plausibility of omniscience. As stated in the
sutras: “The Buddha told the bhikshus, ‘The common person bereft of
wisdom has three characteristics: He contemplates what he should not
contemplate, discusses what he should not discuss, and does what he
should not do.’”350
Everything of relevance is already comprehensively mentioned in
that statement. You common people of this future time are all included
in it. As it would have no particular benefit, what would be the point
in his having distinguished and mentioned names and such [related
to future events]?
If one were to claim [that there is a contradiction] if the Buddha
knew there would be these challenges, yet failed to reply to them in
advance, there would really have been no need for this, for, in this
presently existing fourfold assembly there are already those well able
to cut off doubts in their responses to challenges [such as this]. We now
already have those well able to refute challenging inquiries. What then
would be the point in [the Buddha himself] responding in advance
to such things? Right now, among the bhikshus you encounter in the
present day, there are already those well able to refute the tenets posited by brahmins. Therefore there is no need [for the Buddha] to have
responded in advance to such challenges.
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Furthermore, there have already been prior responses to such challenges that are scattered in various places throughout the many sutras.
Because people are unable to completely know the Dharma of the
Buddha, they do not know where those passages are located.
I shall now address your challenge on the matter of the Buddha’s
having allowed Devadatta to leave the home life and become a monk.
As for your opinion that, if the Buddha allowed Devadatta to leave the
home life, he could not have been omniscient, this statement is wrong.
When Devadatta left the home life to become a monk, it was not the
Buddha who was involved in allowing him to become a monastic.
Question: Even if it was someone else who allowed him to become a
monastic, why did the Buddha allow this to happen?
Response: The doing of good and the doing of evil each have the season in which they occur. It was not necessarily the case that, having left
home, he would immediately embark on doing evil. After Devadatta
left home to become a monk, he had all of the meritorious qualities
that are associated with upholding the moral precepts. Therefore there
was no fault in [permitting] his leaving the home life.
Additionally, for twelve years, Devadatta was pure in his observance of the moral precepts and also became able then to recite from
memory sixty-thousand lines from the treasury of Dharma. The karmic reward from this is such that, in the future, [such cultivation] will
not have been in vain. In fact, it will definitely benefit him later on.
I will now reply to your statement regarding Devadatta’s prying
loose of a boulder [in an attempt to murder the Buddha]. Because all
buddhas have already perfected the dharma of not killing, nobody in
any world can ever rob them of life.
Question: If the Buddha had actually perfected the dharma of not killing, why did the boulder shatter and [allow a piece of it] to come down
[and strike him in the foot]?
Response: The Buddha had planted karmic causes associated with
damage to the body for which he was bound to undergo this fixed
retribution. He manifested the appearance of having to undergo it
in order to demonstrate to beings that karmic retributions cannot be
escaped. It was for this reason that he voluntarily came to that place.
I shall now respond to your contention that there was some problem in the Buddha’s not having spoken in advance about the incident
involving that woman, Ciñcā. There is nothing in that woman, Ciñcā’s,
disparaging of the Buddha that can serve as a causal basis for impugning his qualification as omniscient. If the Buddha had announced
in advance: “In the future, that woman, Ciñca, will come forth and
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slander me,” then that woman, Ciñca, would not in fact have come
forth as she did. Furthermore, it was due to the karmic causes and
conditions associated with the Buddha’s having slandered others in
a previous lifetime that he was now definitely bound to undergo [the
corresponding retribution]. 351
I shall now address your challenge as to how it could have been
that the Buddha failed to prevent the incident that occurred when
Sundarī entered the Jeta Grove.352 This incident does not constitute a
reason for impugning the Buddha’s qualification as omniscient. The
Buddha does not have some power by which he is able to cause every
being’s life to be an entirely happy one. Also, the Buddhas have all left
behind disputation, do not elevate themselves, and are not attached to
[making others] uphold moral precepts, consequently he did not act to
prevent this incident.
Additionally, it was because of the ripening of karma from a previous life that he was definitely bound to undergo that seven days of
slander. Moreover, when beings observed that the Buddha was neither perturbed over hearing himself slandered nor joyful when his
innocence was made clear, they brought forth the resolve to follow the
unsurpassable path, uttering this vow, “We too shall acquire just such
a pure mind as this.” Therefore there was no fault [in the Buddha’s
having acted as he did].
I shall now respond to your contention that, because the Buddha
entered a brahmin village and then left with an empty bowl, he was
therefore not omniscient.353 The Buddha [did not go to that village] for
the sake of food and drink, [but rather because] he had contemplated
the minds of the people there. It was only after he entered the village
that Māra changed the villagers’ minds.
Question: This is a matter about which the Buddha should have
become aware in advance, thinking, “If I go into this village, Māra will
change these peoples’ minds.”
Response: The Buddha in fact did know about this matter in advance
[and entered that village anyway] in order to bring great benefit to
those beings. It is not solely on the basis of receiving alms food from
them that the Buddhas benefit beings and facilitate their liberation.
There were those who welcomed him there with pure minds, bowed
in reverence to him, and looked up to him with congenial gazes. All of
these things already served great benefit. Why should it be an essential requirement that he be given food and drink? There are many different sorts of methods by which he was able to be of benefit to beings.
Thus it was not in vain that he entered that village.
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I shall now respond to your statement about the Buddha’s having
gone up the road on which there was a drunken elephant.354 Although
the Buddha already knew of this matter, there was a reason he deliberately went there. It was because this drunken elephant was definitely
at a point where he could be brought across to liberation. The Buddha
was also intent on preventing his falling into the karmic offense of
harming a buddha.
Additionally, this elephant’s body had the appearance of a black
mountain. When the population there saw this elephant bow down
its head in reverence to the Buddha, they all brought forth thoughts of
reverence. It was for these reasons that the Buddha deliberately went
up that road. Also, there was no error involved in the Buddha’s having
entered that road to encounter that elephant. Only if some unfortunate
incident had transpired would you have a basis for bringing up this
challenge.
As for your challenge regarding the Buddha’s having gone to
Verañjā, that was simply a case of having to undergo retribution for
karmic deeds committed in a previous life.355
I shall now address your statement on the issue of the Buddha’s
having accepted Sunakṣatra as a disciple.356 The Buddha has no need to
guard against errors in actions of body, speech, mind, or livelihood.357
It was because he is utterly without fear that he permitted Sunakṣatra
to become a disciple.
Also, because this man always dwelt in close proximity to the
Buddha, he was thus able to observe the display of all manner of
spiritual powers and also saw the arrival of devas, dragons, yakṣas,
gandharvas, asuras, kings, and others, all coming to make offerings
to the Buddha and to pose respectful questions to him on all manner of extremely profound and essential dharmas. Hence his mind
was thereby able to become purified. Because he was able to achieve
purification of mind, this was a causal basis for his [eventual] benefit.
Therefore, even though he was an evil man, the Buddha nonetheless
accepted him as a disciple.
Question: This man had many evil thoughts about the Buddha.
Therefore the Buddha should not have permitted him to become a disciple.
Response: Even if the Buddha had not accepted him as a disciple, the
man still would have had those evil thoughts. Therefore there was no
fault in the Buddha’s permitting him to become a disciple.
I shall now respond to your challenge as to why the Buddha did not
formulate the moral precepts in advance of [his disciples’] commission
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of the corresponding transgressions. The Buddha did in fact formulate
moral precepts in advance. He set forth the eightfold path of the Āryas
that consist of right views, right thought, right speech, right action,
right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right meditative
concentration. Because he did describe this path leading to the attainment of nirvāṇa, he in fact had already formulated all of the precepts.
Furthermore, the Buddha described the three trainings wherein
one thoroughly trains in moral virtue, thoroughly trains in [focusing]
the mind, and thoroughly trains in wisdom. One should then realize
from this that he had in fact already set forth all of the moral precepts.
Additionally, the Buddha told the bhikshus that they should definitely not do any sort of evil. Does this not constitute prior formulation
of moral precepts?
Also, the Buddha spoke of the path of the ten courses of good karmic action, namely abandoning killing, stealing, sexual misconduct,
divisive speech, harsh speech, false speech, frivolous speech, covetousness, ill will, and wrong views. Does this not constitute prior formulation of moral precepts?
Twelve years earlier, the Buddha described in a single verse the
upoṣadha dharma,358 namely:
To refrain from doing any sort of evil deed,
to respectfully engage in every sort of good deed,
and to purify one’s own mind—
This is the teaching of all Buddhas.359
One should therefore realize that the Buddha in fact did formulate the
moral precepts in advance.
Also, the Buddha stated that one should abandon even all of the
most minor causes and conditions associated with evil, as stated in
these lines:
Abandon all evil actions of the body.
Also abandon all evil speech,
abandon all evil actions of the mind,
and utterly abandon all other forms of evil.
On the basis of statements such as these, one should realize that
the Buddha had already formulated the moral precepts in advance.
Additionally, the Buddha had already described in advance the dharmas through which one guards against transgressions, as stated in
these lines:
To guard the body is good indeed.
To be able to guard one’s speech is also good.
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To guard one’s mind is good indeed,
and to guard against all errors is good as well.360
The bhikshu guards against all errors
and thereby succeeds in abandoning all evil.

One should realize on the basis of these statements that the Buddha
in fact did formulate the moral precepts in advance. Moreover, the
Buddha also described in advance the characteristics of goodness, as
stated in these lines:
Do not allow hands or feet to carelessly commit transgressions.
Restrain your words and take care in actions done.
One should take pleasure in guarding and focusing the mind.
It is on these bases that one is rightfully called a bhikshu.361
One should realize on the basis of statements such as this that the
Buddha in fact did formulate the moral precepts in advance.
Furthermore, because the Buddha described the dharmas by which
one is a śramaṇa, one should realize he did in fact formulate the moral
precepts in advance. There are four dharmas by which one is a śramaṇa:
First, one does not respond in kind to hate-filled actions. Second, one
remains silent in the face of scolding. Third, one is able to endure even
being beaten with staves. And fourth, one maintains patience with
those who have dealt one harm.
Moreover, the Buddha taught the four stations of mindfulness,
namely the contemplation of the body, the contemplation of feelings,
the contemplation of thoughts, and the contemplation of dharmas,
doing so because they constitute the abode of the path to nirvāṇa.
Hence one should realize that he did formulate the moral precepts in
advance.
The Buddha would not even permit the most subtle form of evil,
how much the less would he condone any sort of evil karma in one’s
physical actions or speech. For reasons such as these, one should realize that he did indeed formulate the moral precepts in advance.
This is analogous to a king’s establishment of laws in which one is
forbidden to do evil deeds. When, later on, there are transgressions
against those laws, it is according to the relative gravity of the crime
that corresponding punishments are imposed. The Buddha is just the
same in this respect. He first made general statements describing the
moral precepts. Later on, when offenses occurred, he described the
specific characteristic factors by which the given action constituted an
offense.
Where there were those who committed evil deeds, they were
instructed and caused to repent. He instructed that, for a given offense,
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a given corresponding form of penance was to be performed or that
either temporary expulsion or complete expulsion was stipulated so
that the miscreant could not to dwell together with the community,
and so forth. It was only with the establishment of these sorts of cases
that we came to have the subsequent formulation of moral precepts.
I shall now address your contention that superior position in the
monastic community should be accorded on the basis of age, nobility
of birth caste, status of one’s clan, and so forth. In the dharmas of the
path, issues of age, nobility of birth caste, status of one’s clan, and so
forth afford no benefit. How is this so? It is on the basis of being born
into the Dharma of the Buddha that one qualifies as being born into
nobility and into a fine clan. Seniority is determined on the basis of the
number of years one has received the higher ordination and this is the
rationale for being referred to as an elder.
As for your opinion that those who are merely older in years should
be given priority in the receipt of offerings, is it not the case that those
who first left the home life and received the ordination precepts are
better regarded as of greater eminence?
Furthermore, from the time one receives the ordination precepts
onward, there are no longer any distinctions on the basis of one’s caste
and such. It is only when bhikshus receive the precepts of the higher
ordination that they then qualify as having been born into the family
of the Buddhas. It is at this point that one loses any name associated
with prior birth into a greater or lesser clan and everyone then belongs
to this one single family.
As for your statements on upholding the precepts—those who first
left the home life to become monastics and who have observed the
moral precepts for the longest time and then proceed to uphold those
moral precepts for a long time—it is because of their years of seniority in this that they should be accorded a superior position within the
monastic community. This is as set forth in the original formulation of
the moral precept code.
I shall now address your contention that those who are most strictly
observant in their upholding of the moral precepts should not bow in
reverence to those who have broken the moral precepts. Those who
truly have broken the moral precepts should not even be allowed to
dwell together with the community, how much the less should they
receive reverential obeisance or offerings.
It is on the basis of their claim to be a bhikshu that one pays reverence to them according to their order of seniority. This is similar
to when one bows in reverence before a deity’s image made of clay
or wood, doing so as a means of bearing in mind that actual deity.
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The Buddha decreed that those of fewer years seniority should revere
those who are seated in a superior position within the monastic order.
It is through according with the Buddha’s instructions in this that one
acquires karmic merit.
I shall now respond to your statement that the according of reverence should be based on one’s practice of the dhūta austerities. In this
matter of those who take up the dhūta practices, there are five general types of practitioners among which it is difficult to make clear
distinctions:362
First, there are those who are deluded and who, due to an absence
of right knowledge, are driven by desire to practice these difficult
dharmas;
Second, there are those possessed of only dull faculties who wish to
acquire benefits as a result;
Third, there are those with evil intentions focused on deceiving others;
Fourth, there are those who are mentally ill;
And fifth, there are those who [take them up], thinking, “The dharmas of the dhūta austerities are praised by all buddhas, worthies,
and āryas because they accord with the path to nirvāṇa.”

Among these five classes of practitioners of the dhūta austerities, it is
difficult to distinguish which are genuine and which are false.
Now, as for this matter of one’s level of learning, just as with the
dhūta austerities, it is difficult to distinguish clearly among those who
have acquired abundant learning. How is this so? It could be that it is
on the basis of delighting in the path that one has accrued much learning. Or perhaps it is only for the sake of receiving offerings that one
has accrued much learning. It is difficult to make clear distinctions in
matters such as these.
Additionally, in the Dharma of the Buddha, it is practice in accordance with one’s words that is accorded esteem. One does not accord
esteem merely on the basis of having engaged in much study or having become able to recite many scriptures. Also, according to the statements of the Buddha himself, if one practices but a single sentence of
Dharma and is thereby able to derive self-benefit from that, this itself
qualifies as abundant learning.
So too it is with this matter of wisdom. If one remains unable to
implement a level of practice consistent with one’s level of discourse,
of what use is this wisdom? Consequently, it is not on the basis of one’s
degree of wisdom that one determines who is accorded a superior
position in the monastic order.
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This is analogous to the current way of doing things in the world.
Although a younger brother may indeed be more learned or more wise,
the elder brother is still not enjoined to pay him reverence. Therefore,
after this same fashion, it is not on the basis of one’s level of wisdom
that one gains priority in the receipt of offerings or reverence. So it is
then that, even though one may indeed have accrued much learning
or wisdom, one should still accord reverence on the basis of who first
received the ordination precepts. Were one to accord priority in the
receipt of offerings to those of greater learning or a higher level of wisdom, this would inevitably result in discord within the community.
As for the other [criteria you propose for priority in according reverence], namely realization of the śramaṇa’s fruits of the path, severance of fetters, and acquisition of spiritual powers, those are the most
difficult matters to know. Whether or not this person has attained a
fruit of the path, whether he has cut off more fetters or fewer fetters
[than this other person], and whether or not he has acquired spiritual
powers—one cannot use such matters as the basis for superior position
in the monastic order. Consider for instance those who have realized
the same fruits of the path, cut off the same fetters, and acquired the
same spiritual powers. Who among them should be accorded superior
position in the monastic order? Consequently, it is by far the best to
simply accord with the Buddha’s instructions on these matters.
I shall now address your contention that the Buddha himself was
beset by doubt about whether he should expound the Dharma.363 The
Buddha had no doubts at all even with regard to the most profound
sorts of dharmas, how much the less might he have had doubts with
regard to whether or not he should expound the Dharma. The Buddha
never said that he would entirely forego his teaching of the Dharma.
He merely indicated a preference for continuing to abide in serenity,
refraining from becoming involved in numerous endeavors. There
was no fault in his having simply waited till later to begin expounding
the Dharma.
Also, the non-Buddhist partisans would say, “If the Buddha is such
a great ārya that he remains silent and declines to involve himself in
conceptual elaboration, what use could he have for assembling a following and offering to give teachings?” Then again, once he started
teaching, this would inevitably turn into an endless endeavor. It was
as if he was weighing the utility of proceeding to teach the Dharma
and assemble a group of disciples when this could appear outwardly
as if it were a mark of covetous attachment.
Due to these factors, the Buddha reflected, “Though my Dharma
is extremely deep, the wisdom and skillful means that might be
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employed in teaching it would be measureless and boundless. Still,
those who are actually amenable to gaining liberation are but few.”
Consequently, he thought to himself, “It would be better to remain
silent.” It was also to defend against the potential for mocking deprecation by non-Buddhist partisans that he instead influenced the
Brahma Heaven King to [first] request the proclamation of Dharma.
The Brahma Heaven King and others then immediately addressed the
Buddha, saying, “Beings are surely worthy of pity. There are among
them those of sharp faculties and but few fetters who would be easy to
teach and bring across to liberation.”
Because of this, the Buddha acceded to the request of the Brahma
Heaven King and others. It was as if someone who had just found a
great treasury of jewels felt he should reveal their presence to others. In this same way, when āryas themselves gain the benefits of the
Dharma, they feel they should also use it to benefit others.
I shall now address your contention that, because the Buddha
expressed a wish to speak the Dharma for Ārāḍa Kālāma and others,
not realizing that they had in fact already died, [this contradicts the
plausibility of his being omniscient]. The Buddha had not brought to
mind the issue of whether or not they had already died, but rather was
only considering the fact that, because these men’s fetters were but
scant, they would be capable of being instructed and brought across
to liberation. It is in correspondence with the point upon which one’s
thought is focused that a corresponding knowledge arises. It was as
a consequence of this that the Buddha first said this to himself and a
deva then appropriately informed him.364
Also, since earlier on, when the Buddha had just abandoned the
home life, he had gone to those men, [Arāda Kālāma and Udraka
Rāmaputra], and had spent time with them, the devas and other people
could have entertained doubts in which they thought the Buddha had
perhaps received the sublime Dharma from them and had then become
enlightened in another location. Because the Buddha wished to cut off
any doubts that they might have had, he immediately exclaimed, “Oh,
those men—they have for so long suffered such misfortune as this.
How can it be that they have still not heard this sublime Dharma?”
By inferring the implications of this idea, one can deduce the nature
of the matter of the five bhikshus. It was because the Buddha had only
brought to mind the causes and conditions associated with their capacity to gain liberation that he had not yet considered precisely where
they were currently dwelling. Afterward, once he had thought about
where they were dwelling, he then knew where they were.
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Therefore one should not look upon these issues as refuting the
plausibility of there being an omniscient person.
I shall now address your stated doubt with regard to the causes for
the destruction of the city of Pāṭaliputra. The precise causes and conditions by which this city would meet its destruction were still unfixed.
To make a fixed pronouncement on the unfolding of unfixed causes
and conditions would itself be a fault.
Also among the forty exclusive dharmas listed earlier, I stated that
all buddhas are thoroughly cognizant of dharmas that are unfixed. In
response then, I do not accept this challenge as valid.
I shall now address your contention about the Buddha’s querying
the bhikshus as to the contents of their conversation by asking, “So,
what are you all gathered together to discuss?” It was because the
Buddha was about to hold forth on some aspect of Dharma that he
initiated the discussion by asking a question of this sort. It could have
been that, because he wished to formulate another of the moral prohibitions, he directed them to talk about what they were discussing.
Because he took all sorts of such instances as occasions for speaking
Dharma, the Buddha’s posing a question was free of any fault [in relation to the issue of his omniscience].
Furthermore it is a commonplace in the world, even when one is
already well aware of what is happening, for one to go ahead and ask
a question. For instance, on observing someone eating, one may ask,
“Oh, so you’re eating, are you?” Or, for instance, on a particularly cold
day, one may ask, “Isn’t it cold?”
In this same way, even though he already knew, the Buddha would
nonetheless pose a question. Being but a means of conforming to convention, this is entirely free of fault.
I shall now address your judgment that anyone who praises himself and criticizes others could not possibly be an omniscient person.
The Buddha entertained no desires with respect to himself and so was
not the least bit covetous of receiving offerings. He did not hate other
men and was not possessed of overweening pride. As for the reason
for his having declared himself to be foremost among everyone in the
world, it was because there were beings who were amenable to faith
and possessed of acutely sharp faculties who, if they cast aside bad
spiritual guides and took the Buddha as their teacher, they could then
gain that peace and security that would see them through the long
night [of subsequent rebirths]. It was for this reason that the Buddha
did in fact praise his own personal qualities.
Additionally, there were those who, although they sought the path
to the supreme bliss, were still indolent and unable to bring forth
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vigorous effort. Consequently the Buddha declared, “In this matter of
gaining the most supreme benefit, one must not be indolent. I am the
supreme spiritual guide in this world, the one who well proclaims right
Dharma. It is only fitting then that you become assiduous and vigorous, for it is only then that you may gain the fruits of the path.” And so
it was that, for reasons such as these, the Buddha did indeed praise his
own personal qualities. It was not out of a wish to be accorded esteem,
nor was it out of a wish to slight and deprecate others.
In cases where the Buddha rebuked evil men, it was for the sake of
inducing them to get rid of evil dharmas. It was not because he detested
other beings. In some cases, there were those seeking to achieve benefit through Dharma, people whose minds were pure and of straightforward character, but who were locked in relationships with bad spiritual guides. In order to induce them to abandon these bad teachers,
the Buddha would sometimes criticize and rebuke them. Even before
he had achieved buddhahood, [in earlier lifetimes] he even sacrificed
his own brain and the very marrow of his bones as gifts to others. How
much the less could it be that, once he had already attained buddhahood, he would be inclined to berate and scold others?
I shall now respond to your contention that there were chronologically contradictory tenets in the Buddha’s Dharma. There are no contradictions present in the Dharma of the Buddha between what came
at the beginning and what followed later on. It is only because you and
your cohorts do not understand the concepts involved in the Buddha’s
Dharma that you have the opinion that it is inherently contradictory.
This path leading to the realization of nirvāṇa had not been either
proclaimed or realized by anyone during the entire time between
Kāśyapa Buddha’s nirvāṇa on forward to the present. It was for this
reason that the Buddha declared, “I am he who has newly attained the
path.” In other places, he also said, “I have attained the ancient path.”
The path is that which was previously realized by Dīpaṃkara Buddha
and the other buddhas of the past, namely the eightfold path of the
Āryas that is able to lead one to nirvāṇa. It is because, in all these cases,
it is but a single path relying on but a single set of causes and conditions that it is referred to it as “the ancient path.” One should realize
from this that the Buddha did obtain all-knowledge.
Question: As for the so-called “all-knowledge,” precisely what is it
that constitutes all-knowledge? Is it really on the basis of knowing
absolutely everything that it is referred to as “all-knowledge”?
Response: “All-knowledge” refers to knowing all that can be known.
“What can be known” refers to the five categorical repositories of
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dharmas, namely all past, future, and present dharmas, the dharmas
that transcend the three periods of time, and the ineffable dharmas.
That which is used in knowing these five categories of dharmas is cognition. Hence it is both cognition and those things that it knows that
are referred to as the “all” [in the term “all-knowledge.”]
Question: As for this contention that it is both the faculty of cognition and those things it knows that together comprise the “all” [of allknowledge], this is wrong. How so? This is but a singular dharma, this
because that cognition that is capable of knowing is itself knowable
as when people of the world speak of this person’s cognitive ability as
sharp whereas that person’s cognitive ability is dull.
Response: Well, if as you state that “all” is itself just a singular entity,
then it should be that those polar opposites such as “hot” and “cold”
are but one thing. And so too it should be that “bright” and “dark,”
“suffering” and “happiness,” and all polar opposites should in each
case be but a single thing. But this is not the case. Therefore, one cannot claim that “all” is but a singular entity.
Question: That idea to which you are clinging is itself possessed of this
same fault. If the faculty of cognition is one thing, then [that which it
knows, namely] “suffering,” “happiness,” and so forth—those should
all also be but singular entities, but in truth, they are not.
Response: I never claimed that everything that can be known is, [in
aggregate], but one single thing. Now that idea to which you are clinging is indeed that everything [that can be known] is somehow, [in its
collective aggregate], but a single thing. Therefore, [what I am saying]
is not the same as that faulty concept you are proposing.
Furthermore, since you claim that [both of] these positions are
equally at fault, that idea to which you are clinging is faulty. In a case
where someone accepts that the idea he is proposing is faulty, his position is thereby refuted. Now, when you understand that the idea to
which you have been clinging is faulty, you should not continue to
claim that someone else is the party whose position is faulty. Hence,
as for your contention that what I have set forth here is somehow
possessed of the same fault that characterizes your position—this is
wrong.
Moreover, if you claim that the two dharmas consisting of the faculty of cognition on the one hand and that which is known on the
other are somehow but a single entity, then one should be able to use
any particular knowable dharma to know phenomena like vases and
robes and such, but in truth it is solely the faculty of cognition that can
be used in the knowing of all things.
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If you are going to claim that phenomena like vases and robes and
such are no different from the faculty of cognition—this vase and robe
and so forth—they are entirely unable to know any phenomenon at all.
It immediately follows that it ought to be the case that they are different [from the faculty of cognition] and it is truly the case that one uses
the faculty of cognition to know everything.
Because your position is faulty in these ways in place after place,
you cannot thus claim that the constituent phenomena forming the
“all” of all-knowledge are all collectively but a single thing.
So, again, the faculty of cognition and that which is known, these
two things—they are what constitute the “all” of “all-knowledge,”
this because they together constitute all dharmas. It is because of the
Buddha’s knowing of all of these dharmas that he is known as the
Tathāgata and is renowned as one who is possessed of all-knowledge.
This omniscient man became possessed of all-knowledge because of
the vajra samādhi. Therefore the vajra samādhi is indeed something
that can be established. As for your initial contentions that the vajra
samādhi cannot be established and that “all-knowledge” is also not
something that can be established, these contentions are both wrong.
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